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1.

ABSTRACT

An effective hamiltonian for elastic collisions between
composite nuclei is obtained from the SchrtJdinger equation of the
complete many-body system and its fully antisymmetric wave functions
by means of a projection operator technique.

This effective hamil-

tonian, defined in such a way that it has to reproduce the scattering amplitude in full detail, including exchange effects, is explicitly Galilean invariant.

The effective interaction operator

is a function of the.relative distance between the centers of
mass of the colliding nuclei and the constants of the motion of
the whole system.

The interaction operator of the optical model

is obtained next, requiring as usual, that it reproduces the
average over the energy of the scattering amplitude and keeping
the Galilean invariance.

The resulting optical potential oper-"

ator has some terms identical to those obtained in the Resonating
Group Method, and others coming from the elimination of all nonelastic channels and the delayed elastic scattering.

This result

makes the relation existing among the projection operator method
a la Feshbach and the cluster model equations of motion for positive
energies (RGM) explicit.

The additional interaction terms due to

the flux loss in the elastic channel are non-local, and non-hermitean operators expressed in terms of the transition amplitudes and
the density of states of the compound nucleus in such a way that
an approximate evaluation, in a systematic fashion, seems possible.
The angular momentum dependence of the optical potential operator
is'discussed in some detail.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the theoretical treatment of collision experiments
between composite nuclei above the Coulomb barrier, the correct
treatment of the elastic scattering or entrance channel is of
basic importance since it underlies the description of the more
complicated inelastic and rearrengement processes that usually occur
to a large number of open channels.
The elastic scattering of complex nuclei shows well
defined single particle features^ ' ' ' ' -* , like gross structure
in the excitation function, it also has an intermediate
structure^ ' ' indicating the presence of non-elastic states
strongly coupled to the elastic channel, usually collective motion
states, and it also has a finite structure,

' ' that appears as

narrow resonances and flue -ations in the cross sections, and it
is characteristic of the many-body nature of the system.
The effective interaction operators and optical model potentials for the elastic channel and those inelastic states strongly coupled to it allow the dynamical description of the gross and
intermediate structures1

. A detailed description of the fine-

structure requires the knov/ledge of the solutions of the many-body
problem, something which at present is not possible.

On the other

hand, it seems that at least part of the understanding of the fine
structure can be achieved without this detailed knowledge, since it
is closely related to the gross features of the elastic channel
amplitude through statistical arguments1- ; .

It follows that a
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good knowledge of the effective interaction operators in the elastic channel is of great importance in nuclear reaction theory.
The aim of the present work is the derivation of a formalism appropriate for the description of elastic collisions
between complex nuclei.

We start from the many-body SchrOdinger

equation, and in our treatment of this problem we use Green's
functions and projection operators, as were used in references
(9,10,11), and in this our work is similar to Feshbach's work.
This same problem has been studied in the framework of the cluster
J
model by BenBhr and WildermuthvÍ1 21
, who made a variational analysis
of the scattering amplitude using cluster model wave functions

'

Both, these authors are mostly interested in the general structure
of nuclear reaction theory and its basic features, and therefore
concentrate their attention on the transition amplitudes.
We formulate the effective hamiltonian method in a systematic and straightforward way, taking into account antisymmetrization and Galilean invariance at all stages of the development.
We arrive at simple expressions for the effective interaction
operators exhibiting explicitly the relations existing between
the optical potential model and the resonating group method^

,

and making it possible, we hope, their approximate evaluation in
a systematic fashion.
In the second section of this paper, we state the problem
and fix the notation, in the next section we state the conventions
about antisymmetrization to be used later, in section four we make
an explicit construction of a projection operator on the elastic
channel as an explicitly Galilean invariant integral operator
carrying with it the effects of antisymmetrization, in section

4

five an explicit expression is obtained for the effective interaction operator between two complex nuclei colliding elastically,
as well as the effective SchrOdinger equation describing the relative motion of the colliding nuclei, the formulation of the
theoretical, as opposed to phenomenological, optical model, and
its relation to the effective interaction operator is made in the
sixth section, in this section we give also formulae expressing
the optical potential in terms of the projectivel and target's
ground state wave functions, and the density of states of the
compound nucleus; in section seven, the orbital angular momentum
dependence of the optical potential is examined in some detail,
and in section eight we make some final comments.

5.

2.

NOTATION

Let us consider two composite nuclei that collide.
Before the collision, the system is characterized by specifying
the energy and momentum of the relative motion, as well as the
mass numbers, the charges and the quantum numbers of the internal
states of the target and projectile.

Long after the collision

has occurred, the system is made of two or more fragments that
move away from each other, as for the initial state, the final
states are characterized by the energies and momenta of the relative motions and the quantum numbers of the internal motion of
the fragments.

The set of internal motion quantum numbers characterizing each possible fragmentation define a channnel.

In this

work, we shall consider two-body channels only and they will be
denoted by a greek letter, i.e.

will correspond to the elastic or entrance channel, in this
channel, both target and projectile are in their ground state.
The hamiltonian of the complete system, projectile plus
target, made of A

nucleons is:

tí

-££**¿£vt-ío
ida

"•"

(>.

n

is defined in the center of mass coordinate system, in the

laboratory frame H

becomes

H

u,=

where

a%jr

*s

tne

H f

(24)

m

kinetic energy of motion of the center of

mass.
The hamiltonian H

can be written in many different

ways according to the possible partitions of A

nucleons.

For

a two-body channel corresponding to the partition

<2-5>

A = AJ + A J
the hamiltonian i s s p l i t in the following way

7*

where

A,

¿a|

js|

ASI

¿•J

and

A

i

X

*

*

In these equations,

^•''A

'

'A

a r e t ie

*

kinetic energies of the center of mass motion of the fragments

SI
in channel ci

,

*s

JL/t<

tne

kinetic energy of the relative

motion of the two fragments and is expressed as
(2.7)

M

IF* ~ ÍK

* »« ™»

V*

where

_M«IV

=

a

K + 1\»
i s the corresponding reduced mass,

r =C- r

(2.8)

is the relative coordinate between the centers of mass of the two
fragments.
The interaction potential energy of the two fragments
is

V T

(2 9

''

8.
where the X*

are the internal coordinates of the particles

X, = 5 - C
Since i^£

t2

i(W

is a function of

T

-' 0)

and all the internal coordi-

nates of the individual nucleons, this interaction can produce
not only elastic collisions between the projectile and target,
but it can also give rise to inelastic collisions and nuclear
reactions.
The wave function of the complete system satisfies the
SchrBdinger equation

(2

HT = Ef

-">

In view of the later developments it is convenient to write the
complete system's wave function JL

as a product of the free

center of mass motion wave function times the system's wave
function in the center of mass frame of reference.

J*'*nr19}

Hr™/

Y 6;,£,...£) = e

\

T(r;-R,r l -R l ....5-R)
(2.12)

in the above expression, R

is the position vector of the center

of mass of the whole system

-*

1L W' r.

2 - ™i
*n

o

and

ic-fP
is the wave vector corresponding to the whole system's motion
with total momentum i

The wave function

X

is obtained

from the solution i

of eq. (1.11) by means of the unitary operator generating finite translation vf 221
'
itr(9>

(2.13)

It is easily verified that

and

(2.15)
Á
hence ,

J;

*

L

is not a function of R

For large separations of all fragments, the wave
function has the following asymptotic behav ¡.our

y'"~ ¿"{MK"L) +

p(t,%)}

(2.16)

IU.

where

(2.17)

»c.-^i (r M>- R «••••>l-K)

t = V^*"

is the product of the two wave functions describing the internal
motion of the nucleons inside the fragments
and

[A J

an<

* [AJ »

y^jj is the wave function of the relative motion of the

fragments in channel *
symmetrizer of A

; the symbol KA

stands for the anti-

objects.

J -mr3C(-l)''P
In what follows, we shall assume that the wave functions
X0

j

and

0

are completely antisymmetric with respect

to the exchange of all internal coordinates in each fragment.
The wave functions describing the relative motion of
the fragments in the various channels have the following asymptotic
behaviour:
In the entrance (elastic) channel

%k

jz^e
m

+

L (&) rm

and for inelastic and reaction channels

%k'z—*** IM rr
Q - -
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where

k.-r«

= k.-r. -

l^inifc.c

and

k

«

z
The wave functions of the fragments

and

can be written as products of the corresponding center of mass
motion and internal motion wave functions in exactly the same
way as was done for the complete system's wave function

(2.19)

A,

and

K^

mass of fragments

denote the position vectors ot the centers of
[A,]

and

, Kt

/^iJ

and A?

are the

wave vectors corresponding to the center of mass motion of each
fragments.

The functions

internal state of fragments
equations

¿n,A
[A,]

anc

*

and

*« A
[AA

describing th e
satisfy the

" A , rn,A,

•*,J-n,A,

(2.20)

/ f - í ¥'
and

(2.21)

and satisfy the orthogonality and completeness relations

(2.22)

(2.23)

f"'
<HX:-X,)
we recall that the index

('"

A

«Hx^-xji
T)

denotes the set of quantum

numbers characterizing the dynamical state of fragments
where

1»

is the unity operator in the Hilbert space appropriate

for the description of the spin of fragment [Ai]

•
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3.

ANTISYMMETRIZATTON

The complete system's wave function has to be antisymmetric with respect to the exchange of any pair of nucleón
indices.

This condition introduces some complications in the

formalism that can be deal with by means of a slight modificara-)
tion in Feshbach's formalism. '
In the first place, in the asymptotic region each twobody channel corresponds to some partition of A nucleons.
V

definition of the relative coordinate

depends on the

way the nucleons are distributed in the two fragments.
numbers of different ways of distributing A
fragments, containing

A

A I
A,! A,/

and

"

A

The

The

nucleons in two

nucleons each, is

A?
A.'(A-A,)/

hence, there will be an equal number of possible ways of defining
the relative coordinate, all of them corresponding to the same
physical situation.
In what follows we shall take as the basic partition
of indices, the following

ÍA.J:
ÍA.J:

ic [l,l
ÍÉÍVU**» •

A,]
A]

We will always assume that the wave functions describing
the internal state of each fragment are completely antisymmctrical,
b^nce, any permutation of nucloons belonging to the same fragment

14

will produce at most a change in sign.

Thus, we shall consider

only permutations of nucleons belonging to
belonging to

A4

with nucleons

, these permutations can be classified accor-

ding to the number, X

A!

A,

, of nucleons exchanged.

There are

jt.i(A,-J)!

ways of choosing X

nucleons from

A,

ÜÍAJ-JO.'

ways of choosing X

nucleons from

At

of X

nucleons from

.» and

, each set

is exchanged by X nucleons from

A(

At

in all possible ways and the resulting number of ways of exchanging J nucleons between the two fragments is

2

_ A,! (A-A,)l
U!) 2 (A,-i)!(A-A--l)!

£.,*.>

A

I K-

A,!(A-A>)!

i*0

let us call
ill

jf
Xvv

1

tne

direct tterm
in channel |C ,
<

=

<3

&V>w K^K^Kv*^
where

)C » ( f l fl. \

and

X £ ft,] j / i W

-"

.

Then the

A, A j '

asymptotic form of the completely antisymmetrical total wave
function in channel |C

( 21 ;1

is:^
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(3.2)
in the above expression, J\
changing X particles.

counts the different ways of ex-

The index J? appearing in the wave

functions means that the term so labeled has been obtained from
the direct term by the exchange of Jl nucleón indices belonging
to the first fragment by X

nucleón indices belonging to the

second fragment, the symbol IA

is defined by equation (3.2).

If».

4.

PROJECTORS

Feshbach and others have shown that an effective
SchrOdinger equation describing the relative motion of projectile
and target in the elastic channel can be obtained by formally
decoupling all non-elastic channels from the elastic one, with
the help of projection operators and the appropriate Green's
function of the complete problem* *
define a projection operator

P

''.

In what follows, we
I*)

, such that

p "V

contains

all the information about the elastic scattering including the
Pauli principle and Galilean invariance constraints.
require of

P

j

We also

to be continuous and regular and have first

and second space derivatives for all values of the relative distance

¡F

j

.

Accordingly,

f

satisfies the following

equation

(4.1)

if

ld\]

x a

al**]

J
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f^

The component

«f

Y

describing the rela-

tive motion of target and projectile in the elastic channel is
defined by the equation

(4.2)
which, together with equation (4.1), is equivalent to

PJ

( t - R„, t *„ - JO
A|

the difference

R ~ Rn*

=

Bj

(4.3)

*s proportional to the relative coor-

dinate

yr\ =

i

K-R*. =
m

=

%

so that after integrating over the internal coordinates in (4.2),
only the relative coordinate remains.
The operator %A

appearing in (4.2) and (4.3) exchanges

particles from the target and projectile.

Calling iAt

and c4¿

the antisymmetrizer for target and projectile we have the following
relation

c/T •—

<A. tA.

en,i
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therefore

«*« - V - n ^ L í-0 ?
p'
r

P

(4.6)

denotes all possible permutations of indices in 1 j\,J

indices in

[A. J

with

» including the case when no indices are

permuted).
l+k

The asymptotic form of

gives the complete

scattering amplitude, with all direct and exchange terms.
Equation (4.2) can be written as

Vjr) = Í(r)+
where

U«< V)

h(r-r')í(r)JV

i s defined as

VAr) = //"(i) i (x,)T7r.-?
*'

t h e kernel

(«•«)

C-lfl<fcA,

*

(4.4')

KC-r') i.
r*tirt(Ai,A»)

K(r-r') =

A,

S

J.,

*•

»

(4>5)

19

From the definition (4.5) it is easy to verity that
the kernel

K(r-r')

is hermitian, bounded and not positive

definite due to changes in sign required by antisymmetrizations,
furthermore,

K

decreases exponentially when

to infinity.

Hence, the eigenvalues of

K

T-

T

goes

are real and their

absolute value is smaller or equal to one
An explicit expression for
by solving equation (4.4) for

/^u

P

will be obtained

in terms of

UMIX/

and

then substituting the resulting expression in equation (4.2)
The eigenfunctions of

K

satisfy the equation

<"-7'

f-««(r) = )Klf-r)H„[r')¿Y
Am
and K

can be expressed in terms of

>K--

as

(4.8)

and equation (4.4) becomes

U.(r) = t < r ) - £ f ^ ( r ) K j n t < r ' ) J r '
In order to solve for l\u

in terms of

\]

use the orthonormalityof the set of eigenfunctions
we obtain the following relations.

When

\

^z

we

/{„, and
\
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When A m = 1

J<(r)ü.(r')c/r' = * > ) / £ & ) £
these relations imply that the component of x

to^Jz.
i n t n e elastic

channel has no contribution coming from terms proportional to
the eigenfunction jU
Furthermore, when

A

of J^ corresponding to eigenvalues A
m

= 1

s
w

i

»t*ie eigenvalue equation for K

is equivalent to

J £ i ) r « , ) M i & fo t(r))JJz4aL = °
which means that these eigenfunctions do not contribute to the
second term in equation (4.3), using the above stated results,
J .

can be expressed in terms of \JM

tlr) = l/«(rj + I ^ MJD^UrmnÁV
It is convenient now to substitute for \J

its ex-

plicit expression (4.5) then

tlr) = )$"h$MTk-K)¿Z>J
vK +
m

** *

'

*

(4.9)
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An explicit expression for the projector operator

\

as an integral operator can now be easily obtained, comparison
of the above expression for

7*1,

with the definition of \u A

given in equations (4.1) and (4.2) gives

(4.10)

" T7r/-R)J^d^d'r'
A
l
A

where

(4.11)

0f(r-r'J = S'(r-r') + £ MJD _ i _ >w>'}
and

ZA ,=

-4!
A.'AJ

«

A,'

A,i

using this notation, relation (4.9) becomes

t„ = J # (r-rfl/.irjdV
The hcrmiticity of

P

(4.9')

is obvious from equation (4.10)

(4.12)

P = ?*

¿:.

The idempotency of
both

r,

can be verified multiplying

members of equation (4.3) times

over r

i*b' '

» integrating

, and taking into account that the function in brackets

is antisymmetric, in this vr- we obtain the following relation

r

Ji[€k)$!k)í¿ ) A,

hx

t

which is equivalent to

j [p.trtü-pjrjckA = °
*,

\

or

j y\m-wkX

»

°a

=°

from here, it follows immediately that

or

P.C1-PJ = o
p

=

D%

relations (4.12) and (4.13) show that

(4.13)

\

is a projection oper-

ator.
Finally, the condition (4.2) stating that r M X
tains all the clastic scattering information contaimcd in J,

con

~

23 .

can be verified when the expression for
and

(Jl

7*h

in

terms of (/*

, is inserted in

J fJSi) ímJl Cot) Cw fcwJdzA
Furthermore, the relation

Vjr) = J tk) €k) J'fC*) £lx¿) &MA
A,

A^

A,

A^

*

is obtained, which means that the asymptotic form of

\J

also

has the complete elastic scattering amplitude with all direct
and exchange terms.
The orthogonal complement of

\

will be denoted by

Q, •

Q. = Í-P.

(4.14)
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5.

EFFECTIVE INTERACTION BETWEEN TWO COMPLEX NUCLEI.

Once the projection operator on the elastic channel is
obtained, the derivation of the effective SchrUdinger equation
is straightforward *9J.
The SchrUdinger equation for the complete system

(5,)

(E - H ) Y = o
is equivalent to the following two coupled equations

(E-PMP.7 = ?MQ<f)

(5 2

(E-Q.HQJflJ^OEttt)

(53)

The wave function

jf

-'

described the elastic and ine-

lastic scattering as well as all possible reactions occurring
at energy

£

. Only the elastic component

\ml

of the wave

function has incoming waves in the asymptotic region.
Q

j

The term

, describing all inelastic processes and the closed

channels, has no incoming waves in the asymptotic region.

Hence,

the formal solution to equation (5.3) has the following form

Q.T = A- , Q.

*

QMfct)
(5.4)

?S.

where

a
is the resolvent in the

fl.

t
W^

subspace, and it can be constructed

with* the help of solutions of the SchrB'inger equation in the

K^

space' 2 4 '

( O k - íi)X?= o

(¿.5)

that satisfy the Gamow condition of outgoing waves only in the
asymptotic region for all channels in h(

space.

The physical meaning of the solutions of the equation
(5.5) is transparent if it is recalled that the compound nucleus
states have a very long lifetime, compared with the collision
times typical of the direct elastic collisions described by the
optical model, this means that the contribution to the outgoing
prompt current in the elastic channel coming from the decay of
the compound nucleus is very small.

When the energy is below the

first inelastic threshold, all non-elastic states would be
stationary states described by wave functions satisfying equation
(5.5), when the energy is above the first inelastic threshold
there would be outgoing waves in the inelastic channels and the
inelastic states would be described by solutions of (5.5) having
only outgoing waves in the asymptotic regions and correspondingly
f 1 51
having complex eigenvalues of the energy 1
'.
In this case, the
vt*J
wave functions
A,
can be interpreted as compound nucleus

2b.

states when it is assumed that the probability for the nucleons
in the compound nucleus rearranging themselves so as to for.n two
clusters which, moving coherently, fly apart and appear in the
asymptotic region as two fragments identical to projectile and
target is equal to zero.
The resolvent operator appearing in (5.4) can be written
in terms of the solutions

A.

of the homogeneous equation

(5.5)

¿)._J

QA = ftfr-R

E'*' - «MO.

r

1 _ ^"(r;-R„i-R
E - E;

r.-R).
(5.t>)

rA-R)

then equation (5.4) takes the form

(5.7)
^4

substituting in (5.2), the many-body effective equation in the
elastic channel is obtained

P.HP.iP.t ) *

ÍEwT-pMjritrJtWt-íei",,.,

í. I .

The effective Schrbdinger equation describing the relative motion of projectile and target in the elastic channel is
obtained from the above equation multiplying both terms by
j <•)» j (0) «
•t0 '*%) T0

\%j)

and integrating over the internal coordinates

of the nucleus in the fragments.
From the first term we get

(5.9J
where

V

is the direct term

can be written as a direct double folding potential

V, = jvíVr^trjPcx^^x^x.íix.,,

(5.10)

2b.

is the exchange term.
The permuted internal variables occurring in the argument of

[((/- |) f (*•)$

(X;\ TÍklr)]

can be expressed in

terms of the non-permuted internal variables and the difference
of the relative coordinates defined before and after the permutation, this gives rise to the T - P

dependence of

ft

•

Let us consider now the second term appearing in the left
hand side of equation (5.8), we notice the relation

C-B. + R.-R = X;- # r

uW

permitting the integration over the internal variables of the
two fragments.

It is convenient to introduce the notation for

the form factors

w;(r) = ]FJv^h^k^)^A,\
in this way, we get the following expression

(5.12)

II'
L. .

% tiílr)-J

%\f)(K(r-r)mr) J'r'ÁV
(5.13)

where

01

and

U^k

were defined in (4.5) and (4.10). Since

the Green's function for the complete system is trnslationally
invariant, the function

í%.[r)-l—VA\rt)

Vír-rt =*
¿JC

*

£1*) _ £

4

A
*

(5.14)

depends only on the difference of the r e l a t i v e coordinates defined
before and after the permutations implicit in t/T

are performed.

Recalling the relation

fair) = 5 0Hr-rW*{r-) Jr'

(S ,5

- >

where

U(n =i[nr-rv

+

K(r-p')JfckJr'

and collecting all terms, we get the effective equation describing
the relative motion of the two fragments in the elastic channel

W(r-f)t¿né'r' = t.t(r)

(5 6

' '

The effective interaction operator

can

(jL[r~r'/

be read of equation (5.16) and is equal to

e

r(»

1Mr-n = Vjm(r-r) t THr-r') - íKlr-r) *Wir-ñ
(5.16*)

The kernel

lVt't(r)!¡W) •*

WW-mr-r-)]

resulting from our calculation has exactly the same functional
dependence on the nucleón-nucleón potential and the fragment's
wave function as the one appearing in the effective interaction
kernel obtained in the resonating group method (RGM) by means
of a variational calculation with a cluster model test wave
function

'

wave functions

, it follows that if we approximate the exact

Í
*f

and
and

Í
3:

appearing in our kernel by

the wave functions used in the cluster model the two effective
interaction kernels coincide.
The last term appearing in the left hand side of
equation (S. 1 ft) gives the contribution to the effective interaction operator coming from the compound nucleus formation and
decay, therefore it is a rapidly varying function of the incoming
energy as can be seen from (5.14).

This rapid energy variation

is due to the defining condition put on the effective interaction,
i.e. it has to reproduce the clastic cross section in full detail
including the sharp compound nucleus resonances.

Since the

decay of the compound nucleus states doesn't go all through the
elastic channel, v/

is not hcrmitian and it has a negative imagi-

nary part accounting for the flux loss in that channel.

The

summ.'ition over the energy states in (5.16) can be written in terms

3¡.

of the density of energy states, so that the imaginary part of
can be exhibited.

W(r-r') = [í I *£lr) __!_??>•) +
E - t¿

the index i runs over the discrete spectrum of C¡A}jQ

, \

(B*K)

denotes the density of energy states in the continuum part of
the spectrum of Q

Ho}j » an^

K

represents all the addi-

tional quantum numbers necessary to charac*erize the eigenst.-*tes of the same hamiltonian.
As was pointed out above, the rapid energy variation
appearing in the effective interaction operator we have just
found, is such that it has to reproduce the elastic scattering
Í1 71

amplitude in full detail 1

' , and therefore, this effective

operator is not equal to the optical model potential operator,
since this last one is defined as that potential operator that,
when inserted in the SchrOdingcr equation of the relative motion
pives rise to an optical elastic amplitude equal to the energy
average of the complete system's elastic amplitude.

32.
6.

THE OPTICAL POTENTIAL

The many - body character of the collision of two complex nuclei makes itself apparent, in the occurrence in the cross
sections, of the narrow compound nucleus resonances and energy
fluctuations.

This in turn means that the elastic scattering am

plitudes are rapidly varying functions of the energy.

Since the

effective interaction operator for the elastic channel was constructed in such a way that the solutions of the effective SchriJdinger equation reproduce in full detail the elastic scattering
amplitude of the complete problem, the effective interaction

-

operator depends on the energies and wave functions of the compound nucleus states and it is also a rapidly varying function of
the energy.

On the other hand, the optical potential, by definition,
has to reproduce the elastic amplitude averaged over the energy in
such a way that the elastic cross section and polarization calculated with this potential agree with the average over the energy of
f 181
the measured elastic scattering cross sections and polarization 1
'

\ . = <T*>

(61)

The optical potential will be obtained from (6,1) foÍ91
llowing the general ideas in paper Feshbach's v J,
Firstly, the
elastic scattering amplitude is split in two parts, one reproducing the sharp energy variation due to the compound nucleus reso-

53.
nances, and the other varying slowly with energy, the average over
the energy of the elastic amplitude is identified with the optical
scattering amplitude.

Then the relation between "TLjf.

is inverted exactly and explicitly.

and T^ft.

It is shown, in a quite gene-

ral way, that the imaginary part of the optical potential is negative inthout making any further assumptions.

It is also shown, in

the same general fashion, that the optical potential operator is
a continuous function of the width

I

of the averaging weight

function, that goes to the detailed effective potential operator
when
cal

I

goes to zero, establishing in this way, that in our opti_

potential operator, the information about the compound elas-

tic part of the scattering amplitude left after taking the average over the energy is correctly represented.

The resonating fine structure in

/^

can be exhibited

explicitly splitting the effective interaction operator in two
terms, one varying rapidly with energy, which is that part of

W

containing small energy denominators, and the remaining part which
varies slowly with energy.

The rapidly varying part of the effec-

tive interaction is a sum of

/s/

terms giving rise to the

N

compound nucleus resonances comprised in the spectral energy domain P

where IK.

of widh

A

and centered around

was defined in (5.16').

E

3*.
The elastic transition amplitude is then written as

H - J e^rt&rtJrJrVj£WV'trrlKIM
(6.3)

X
where

J 4 k(r)

is the solution of the slowly varying part of the

effective hamiltonian

with outgoing waves asymptotic conditions.
The rapidly energy varying interaction term
a separable potential of rank
me that

j

N

\ /(W>

W

is

and, therefore when we assu-

is known, the solution of the effective equation

is reduced to the solution of a secular problem of order

N

Writing,

r=i2j:

(6.5)

the compound nucleus part of the elastic scattering amplitude becomes

j J j W V ^ : V ) « ' = JhSrtWfr.rtii.CrtJr(lr'
(6.6)
The Miller operator
ger equation

j2

satisfies the Lippmann-Schwin

3:..

<r'II2,|r> = Í(rip) + £ J<r) r - « |r"> •
E1*' - f,(6.7)
which is equivalent to
(6.7-)

we notice that

\fj.•

is not a hermitian matrix

h¡ = EJ;a+<¥j_L_JVi>-i/I<¥jO<S>)>6
the diagonal terms of

//-f

give the physical resonances in the

lowest order approximation

E. *

t¿-un

A = <WJ

i 4 l r ,14>

'"

<•>

.

.r,

(•)

where

"

and

á

r-3nri<*rJO/

8)
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the V

appearing in ( 6 . 7 ' )

is

if(r> = ^V)<r'li)Jr>dV'

(69)

The solution of (6.7) and (6.7') can be easily obtained
in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of

Iri

HI* = £tí
(6.11)

5W=E,5
then, the Miller operator i/ +

is

<f'|ÍUr> = i7r-rj • Ifjfr'l-^—hM£(r"JdV.

*='

x

E

(6.12)

~ tA

For this expression we get the relative motion wave fun
ction

r. (r) expressed in terms of

J

*

(6.13)
and the compound elastic transition amplitude

(6.14)

37
where the reduced width

T,

is given by the expression

í = £!']#>> £Wr

<•

A=|

finally, the elastic amplitude

]i

takes the form

(6

»" E"-E 4
where

in equation (6.16), the fine resonating structure of

1 tí.

is

evident.

The average over the energy of

<Z> = T" +

Ij

is

£tcjx

^
X *~ " "

(6

where

A

• ' i

r ' „ /r*
E

and

' -

£

,

^ ( t * £ ) is some normalized weight function of width

symmetrical around zero and piecewise continuous.

I

38.

In order to get the optical potential

V ^

from

(6.1), the optical model SchrHdinger equation is written as

(»"- e .) v --(H-ü-)
then

/ .

«ft.

can be written as

T
where

O

= T(N) + Z

f6 20)

-

is defined as

G = ST^i^-U"")^ (r) JV</'p'
The d e f i n i n g r e l a t i o n
(6.20) give the

(6.20')

(6.1) t o g e t h e r with (6.17) and

relation

21)

recalling the definition of J.

we get

( t r - U jy.O-) = ¿ . ¿ . f l/í(r)C r

22

<<- >

When this expression is substituted in (6.19), the resul
ting equation has the form of a Schrbdinger equation only if the
right hand side of (6.20) is proportional to
wf ite

(0.1 . Hence, we

59.

!i ¿J* ^L
therefore

V*t
where

=

U^

«-W.tny

Ar'icl'r'

takes the form

^ <V> + Z Z Hi C) «¿J'lr'l

0( .

is a

(6.2

N*N

(6 2

matri>( that mo st be determined from

the condition (6.21)

In order to solve (6.21) for (£
cit dependence of

C

& ..

on

help of the Moller operator

fojii. then \¿+.

±

we require the expli-

, this can be obtained with the

£ Z * ./

defined as

(+)
•"-•** T

(6.

satisfies the Lippmann - Schwinger equation

(3)

<HQ*yIr> = S ( r - r ' ) +

+ IZ{]< r lzT-^lr'>W:(OjV(6.26

"*u W:V")<^"lO. Jr'>A" }

40.

vhich is easily solved to give

<r)Ht(tt.)r'>
i«» jet

t

= i (r-r')
- A»

+

*

*j }

•*

where

Í, - U ; j
and

The transition matrix is obtained from the relation

Ástjs,

'

'

which gives
ft

H

N

H

A

A»» A=» A-'j-'

l

a

when this expression is compared with the defining

(6.27)

condition

(6.21) and (6.23) we obtain
N

N

~

Af
(6.28)

AS» j = »

*J

*

41

o r , in matrix notation

C =[<*" + £ - / H ] "
which we solve for

(6.28')

of

(6.29)

inserting (6.29) in (6.24) we obtain the optical model potential
operator

= u+

S

-,

(6.30)

where

w,ÍD = Z !• W!(r)
A

¿-/

*

c

i

*"'
~

*

I

(6.31)

».

and

Now, it can be explicitly shoun that the optical potential is absorptive, that is

J^

¡J

T
ti hermit i an part of Of is

\

0.

From (6.29), the an-

42.

t

t

+

< / - * =(/[(í"') -2:" + lH -lH]c/
in the A

representation 'n

and

v

(6.33)

are diagonal, therefore

we can write

[(OV+/H + -IH] , =

(6.34)

A A

from the definition of (C we have

A

"A

¡ince

/

1

-T> x{(£-£')

Jt

iE'-ft£j+^'

is a very slowly varying function of C. , this rel;

tion becomes

<

>

<

-

<

(

E-E

on the other hand
2

/CÍ
•J =

£-E

then

^

4

r

K^>

(6.34')

43.

but, from the inequalities of Bessel and Schwarz 1

' we have that

/
>

E-E>

f-£

which means that the term in square brackets in the right hand side
of equation(6.34) is positive definite, that means that
2l 2— 1l) (?) C( • • W • (*"')
and since

(_/

nas a

negative definite antihermitian part,

is hermitian we finally get

hV^ < o

(6.35)

Next, we shall show that the optical potential operator
goes to the effective interaction operator (5.16') when the widht 1
of the weight function

J- \ E-£. )

becomes a delta function.

goes to zero and this t

From (6.18) we notice that

which means that in this limit, of goes to the inverse of the
matrix of the unperturbed energy differences

(6.36)

0(

XA'

i^O

which in turn means that the separable potential term appearing
in

%t.

44.

rí

*

goes to the corresponding term in the effective interaction operator (5.17)

Si

N

Z

V C D * .fltf(r')

.

*

^ iKT(r)—^W.ir')
(6.37)

therefore

(6.38)
%

—

^

This result means that the information about the compound
elastic scattering left in the scattering amplitude after taking
the average over the energy is correctly represented in the
theoretical optical potential, and the full amount of information
contained in the elastic amplitude is recovered from the optical
, appearing in

\J ¡

To first order in the interaction

Vj.lf)

amplitude when the wi dht

I

goes to zero.

r
i

as a parameter,

~ \ T ¥«« í ^ l A ; /

-°\'°\

the energies of the physical resonances are just the diagonal terms

in fl-L
á

M

0,

u

(.)

K = < ^7^k>,r=2«l<wQ'*

45.

Then

OC . .

is diaconal, calling

imaginary p a r t s of

C> •

J

/

A

¿

W

and

uJ - -

* \\€,.t

l

the real

and

, we get

ex'" - / € /
l

Jr\ •

*
, A" 1 \ 2

A¿

.

/ /9JR

< )

r-(,)\2

) Mfc? T )

S ..
x

*

(6.39)

we have already shown that

2/6.
hence,

»r

Jt^ of < 0
In order to have a clearer idea of the meaning and magni-

tude of the different terms appearing in (6.39), it is convenient
to evaluate C ¿
£ /£•_£•')

for some particular

£ {£~~E )

. When the

is the Lorentzian function

I
iff
t - ° - a * (e-ev'+i-l'

(d.4()

we o b t a i n

C

x

and

/A

=

1
E - ft £ , + # (n+i)

(0.41)

40.

to first order this expression becomes

—!-;

=

t - E . — A-

(6.42-1

iCil
similarly

**L_

= r +1

(6.45)

Then,

(X..

=.

4

»

z

S

(6.44)
l

L r*
(f-£ t ) + i-J

i

putting this value in (6.30), wc get

+Z ^
¿7,

'

c Fi

¡

l/-^^^
(t-£J +yft+D

r > +

'

£¡'X>

r ft. 4 s

47.

and

,

ÍJ

)+

+ P«r)W C \Ul\r') ]
(6.46)
The real part of the optical potential is a sum of
various terms of different nature.

The first three terms appearing

in the right hand side of equation (6.45) have exactly the same
form as the effective interaction obtained by the resonating group
method (RGM)

'

' '\

the two exchange terms of this part of the

hamiltonian can also be expressed as

#(/r-r'/)-£K(lr-f'|) = V fr-f\) -

_/ÍVK(lf-F'l)-f€ K f<(!?-?'/))
\2lL

r

/

(6.47)

Uck.
in this expression, the exchange term V

is the exchange term

»/l
appearing in the double folding potential

VV?-?'/) = [\k (' > $ < x j£ VJ\rr4
i'W

Jo ¿L
r

on,

°*2

*J

A,

A2

(6.48)

48.

In many semiphenomenological calculations

only V

and

v

are taken into account.
There are two correction terms to

the RGM part of Hi

1/ .

The first one represents the effect produced in the direct elastic
scattering by the coherent contribution of those compound nucleus
resonances contained in the energy interval of width
at

t-

J

, centered

; the contribution of this term to the direct elastic

scattering is very small because the energy denominator are large
and the energy numerators change sign, when the average is performed
( 281

with a box weight function1

;

7

, and the width

J

to the resonance width, this term is usually
The second correction to the RGM part of

U 0ifc

is large compared
put equal to zero.
represents the

effect produced in the direct elastic scattering by the coherent
contribution of the far away resonances and all inelastic processes,
the large energy denominators and the great incoherence between
contributions coming from different compound nucleus states and
different channels make this contribution negligible.
The imaginary part of the optical potential appe.nrs as a
sum of non-local separable potentials each term corresponding to
the flux loss in the direct elastic scattering due to each one of
the compound nucleus states in the energy interval

1

and the

eliminated non-elastic channels.
When the summation over compound nucleus states is mndc
with the help of corresponding smoothed out density of energy states,
and the small terms are neglected, we get simplified formulae for

A V^

and JL V^

49.

(649)

+ Í f c (£)2i{ir)^-2t/"r^£

(6.50)

where

+

r = f e f0
and D

.> the

O

¿>"»tj

'f energy

= [ -L

¿it"

'" * «

L—

¿

-><-<A'

f"'1

P (£Vt-' •

°¡ * «

W " " "

(6.52)

50.

7.

ANGULAR MOMENTUM DEPENDENCE OF THE OPTICAL POTENTIAL

In order to make evident the angular momentum dependence of

[}^¿t

we

sna

H consider in more detail the simplest

case of a composite target and projectile both with zero spin.
We notice first that all the interaction terms appearing
in the effective equation (5.15) are invariant with respect to
translations, since the projector

P

, equation (4.10), the

Green's functions, and nuclear potentials are all invariant with
respect to translations.

Making a partial wa«re expansion of the

effective wave function

i =•

r

we get the following expression for the effective radial equation
(not the optical radial equation.)

(7.2)
where

^

(Y f ' )

stands for nil interaction terms.

(7.3)
[X,r)

i,re

th

e radial parts of the

51 .

interaction

terms
•I

k (r. rt = - ^ r r j Ríen-)ff(|r- n)Jc«5-;

#

M)

=

(7.4)

(7.4')

arm
Z <«•')?(«*<) k&&
ll
° r 1*0

rr

in these expressions o{ stands for the angle made by y*
Similar expressions relate $(VJr'J

to

K(jr-r'l)

and

and y
W(lf, f'J

to WÜr-r'l).
Now,

we expand \y (|P- f j )

in resonant terms as in

equation (5.16') and recalling that each resonant terms has a well
defined total angular momentum J-

we obtain

)+
E; t(f¿)

'

t

- t;

'

r-t w M ( r t -¿JTfi(U)u tl lr)U l \u')
Í7.5)
where

W? (r) =
*;,*

^ jy^liij^V^n

(7.6)
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and a similar expression for

(jj

fp)

In order to obtain the optical potential in

0 5, we split

WOr-r'i) in two parts, one containing the small denominators
and the other, \f

, varying smoothly with energy, and we took

an average over the energy that changed the analytic form of the
second part only.
in

Since the separation of the term Vv(]r*rJJ

made

0 5 in near resonances and far away resonances can also be

made for each radial component

W,

Of V

Kith well defined JL ,

and the ensuing arguments carry through without changing the X dependence, the interaction terms appearing in the optical model radjaj^
equation have an A

dependence similar to the one found above for

the interaction terms in the effective radial equation.

Making a

partial wave expansion of the optical wave function

&
I «r X.uw
¥ = t..
we get the optical radial wave equation

(7.8)
and

(7.9)
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where

Vv.

i-

(7.10)

E-Í
and

(7.11)

The imaginary part of the interaction term in the optical
radial equation is

•tf
L t (r,rl

^-TfU.wfii^u'if)

(7.12)

where

m = P< + f,
The terms

h^f,**')

- E «¿(f, f'J

» appearing in

(7.9), can be written in sucn a way as to make evident the relation
of the radial component of the optical potential (7.9) with the
more frequently used double folding potentials.

fof)

- ifa?)

- \j(7r.r') t n(r,r')

(7.13)
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y

in (7.15),
tential and

where

y

(fl
1J

is the direct part of the double folding po-

/-. w-M

is given by

"

-i

(¡T~r\)

potential, ft / y> *»«j

*s

tne

Í7.14)

excnan

g e part of the double folding

has the simple expression

(7.15)

It can be seen that, besides the usual direct and exchange
double folding potentials and the terms coming from the compound
nucleus contribution, we obtain a new term fl (if f1) _
A rough estimation of the Jl dependence of

>w, ux

(r.r'j

coming from the density of compound nucleus states can be made
using some analytical approximation for the J

dependence of

and recalling that this is practically the same for the various
i
A i
(19)
nuclear
models^
• .

where (T

is the spin dispersion parameter.

for each fixed value £

Now, we recall that

of the compound nucleus energy there is

a maximum value of its total spin

J

(£)

corresponding to

the Yrast state, that is, to the situation in which the compound
nucleus has all its energy in the state of maximum rotationnl energy

55.

that i t can sustain

CU+O t*

(7.17)

and none of it as internal excitation energy, in (7.16), $, is
the moment of inertia.

For that energy value there is no compound

nucleus state of larger spin, hence the density of states goes to
zero, in the rough estimation, we are making we put this condition
as
_, J«»4)f(J»»*l*' I J

e

xv

=e

-1

(7.18)

which, together with (7.17) gives

cr 2 ~ L i on the Yrast line.

(7 ,9)

-

Since we are considering the simplest case in

which the spins of target and projectile are zero, conservation
of total angular momentum implies that the compound nucleus total
spin

is equal to the orbital angular momentum

wave that excites that compound nucleus state.

of the partial

In this way we ob-

tain

1

L%ir,f)~-nfu.*)MP-t

Z t A,

e ^ ^ 4,(r)HV)
'

'
(7.20)

From (7.20), it follows that, if at some fixed energy £
some of the partial waves participating in the nuclear collision

56.

have orbital angular momentum larger than the Yrast spin value of
the compound nucleus for that energy, then the absorption is zero
for those partial waves, i.e. the optical potential is transparent
for those values of % .

57.

8.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work the attention is focused on the theory of
the optical model for elastic collisions between composite nuclei.
Starting from the many-body SchrOdinger equation we obtained first
an effective hamiltonian describing in full detail the relative
motion of target and projectile in the elastic channel.

Next, from

the effective equation and the usual requirement of the equality
of the average over the energy of the elastic scattering amplitude
and the optical scattering amplitude we obtained an optical model
hamiltonian and a theoretical expression for the optical potential.
Finally, we exhibited the optical potential dependence on the orbital
angular momentum of the relative motion.
We used projection operators and Green's functions as were
used in references (9) and (10), and we took into account the Pauli
principle requirements (antisymmetrization), in this respect our
formal treatment of the problem is similar to that of H. Feshbach
and othersv(9 '21 '291'.
However, we took into account explicitly the
Galilean invariance of the problem (recoil effects), and we chose
the effective wave function in such a way as to get a hermitian operator for the effective hamiltonian when the energy is lower than
the first inelastic threshold.
transparent formulae for

We found simple and physically

fft U^JC.

antl

¿m UodC.

•

We

were able

to show that, quite explicitly, that the imaginary part of the
optical potential is always negative without making any ad hoc assumptions.

We showed also that, the information about the compound

elastic scattering left in t>ie energy averaged scattering amplitude
is correctly represented in the theoretical optical potential, and

58.

the full amount of information contained in the elastic amplitude
is recovered from the optical amplitude when the width X of the
weight function used to take the energy average,which appears in
UpJt.

as

a

parameter, goes to zero.

In this respect our treatment

differs from Feshbach's.
The detailed effective elastic wave function and the optical model wave function are simply related to the ones used by
Feshbach and others, in a simple way, by means of an integral transform
whose kernel is a delta function plus Wheeler's kernel.
The detailed elastic effective hamiltonian, found in this
work, has a term, slowly varying with energy, with the same functional
dependence on the nucleon-nucleon interaction and the heavy-ion
internal wave functions as the effective hamiltonian of the "cluster
model" obtained by the resonating group method (RGM).

It has another

term, varying rapidly with energy, that produces the compound nucleus
resonance effects in the elastic transition amplitude.

Therefore,

when the "true" internal wave functions of target and projectile
are replaced by the same approximate internal wave functions used
in the RGM'

, the first terms of the effective hamiltonian and

the real part of the optical model potential coincide exactly with
the hamiltonian appearing in the cluster model of nuclear structure
and collisions'-

. In addition to the "cluster model" hamiltonian,

the real part of our optical potential operator has a hermitian
correction term coming from the prompt contribution of compound
nucleus states to elastic scattering.
The imaginary part of our optical potential is also a
hermitian operator, non-local, explicitly dependent on the energy,
angular momentum and all the other constants of the motion.

It is

59.

proportional to the density of compound nucleus states and this
night provide an explanation to the recently experimentally confirmed transparency of the nuclear potential's surface observed in
some heavy-ion elastic collisions.
The "cluster model" term in the real part of the optical
potential can be rewritten as the sum of a double folding potential,
having direct and exchange terms, plus an additional term.

This

additional term is the sum of a second derivative of Wheeler's
kernel plus the product of the elastic channel's relative motion
energy times Wheeler's kernel.

Since Wheeler's kernel produces

the exchange of any number of particles between target and projectile,
this term might be related to the observed elastic exchange effectsv •
not usually-taken into account by the phenomenological optical potentials.
In this way, we have shown that, when proper care is taken
of Galilean invariance and the Pauli principle, the optical model
formalism for elastic collisions between composite nuclei contains
the usual "cluster model" approximation plus the appropriate compound
nucleus corrections and absorption.

The relation of this formalism

with the frequently used double folding potentials was also exhibited.
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